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Transit fees for the canal to be applied during the next Gregorian year 
2023 

 
The Suez Canal Authority issued new decisions regarding the transit fees for ships to the canal to 
be applied during the next year 2023, and Lieutenant-General Osama Rabie, head of the 
authority, announced today, Saturday, an increase in transit fees for all types of ships transiting 
the canal by 15% during the year 2023, while transit fees will increase Both dry bulk vessels and 
cruise ships by 10%, provided that the implementation of the planned increase will start from 
January early next year. 

Lieutenant-General Rabie affirmed the authority’s keenness to implement balanced and flexible 
pricing and marketing strategy that achieves the common interests of the authority and its 
customers and considers global economic conditions and their various variables through clear 
mechanisms that include estimating ship transit fees based on the savings achieved by the canal 
for transiting ships, in integration with the navigational publications issued and renewed by the 
authority. According to the instantaneous variables for each category of ships in transit, which 
allows for making adjustments to the transit fees and then effective intervention in case of a 
change in the navigational market conditions, with which it is possible to provide navigational 
services to cross the canal according to a model policy that ensures maintaining the leadership 
of the channel and makes it the best option, fastest and shortest choice for customers compared 
to the other competitive methods. 

On the reasons for the increase in transit fees for ships transiting the canal, the head of the 
authority explained that the decision comes from the continuous follow-up to developments in 
the market changes in the maritime transport sector, which monitors the continues of the daily 
time charter categories for most types of ships to unprecedented levels and expectations of their 
continuation during the next year, as of rising The rental values of crude oil tankers increased by 
88% over the 2021 average, as well as the LNG tankers’ rental values increased by 11% over the 
2021 average. 

Lieutenant-General Rabie added that the determination of the fees for ships transiting through 
the Suez Canal depends on several factors, most notably is the average prices of the different 
types of ships, pointing out in this regard to the large and successive increases recorded by the 
freight carriers during the recent times, especially the ships of container ships, compared to what 
they used to be. Before the Corona crisis and this was reflected on the expectations of shipping 
lines to achieve high operating profits during 2023, considering the continuing impact of the 
global supply chain turmoil crisis and global port congestion, and the insurance of shipping lines 
for long-term shipping contracts at high levels. 

The head of the authority pointed to the impact of the rise in energy prices on the equation of 
fees, as the continued rise in crude oil prices above the level of 90 dollars per barrel, and the rise 
in the average prices of liquefied natural gas above the level of 30 dollars / million thermal units, 
leads to a rise in the average price of ship fuel and thus increases the savings that The Suez Canal 
achieves it compared to other alternative methods. 



Lieutenant-General Rabie revealed the necessity of increasing the transit fees for ships, 
considering the current global inflation rate of more than 8%, which leads to an increase in 
operating and maintenance costs and the provision of navigational services in the canal. 

The head of the authority stressed that the Suez Canal Authority adopts several mechanisms to 
ensure that its pricing policies keep pace with the changes in the maritime transport market and 
make the canal route more attractive and less expensive compared to competing methods, by 
issuing navigational pamphlets that allow adjustments in fee policies in the event of changing 
shipping market conditions by providing incentives. For ships operating on routes for which the 
canal does not achieve savings commensurate with the fees, by granting them reduction rates of 
up to 75% of the normal transit fees for specific periods according to market requirements, in 
addition to the reductions granted by the Standing Committee for Long Lines (voyage by trip), 
which amount to 74% of the fees According to the conditions of the navigational market at the 
time of the customer's submission of the request for the reduction, for ships operating on routes 
for which the channel does not achieve savings commensurate with the fees. 

The head of the authority concluded his statements by emphasizing the authority’s constant 
endeavor to support its customers, gain their trust, activate communication with them, and build 
on the successive successes achieved by the authority in dealing with various challenges and 
managing the most difficult crises throughout its history, by adopting an ambitious strategy 
concerned with developing the navigational services provided to ships transiting the canal. And 
taking all measures and policies that enable the Suez Canal to play its vital role in serving the 
global trade movement 


